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Typical applications:

Fast Peak shaving: 
Charging electric cars or starting machines can causes peaks in the energy load. To avoid these high 
peaks, fast response peak-measurement and software is needed. This is implemented in our systems and 
together with this converter this will to reduce contracted grid costs.  

Demand Charge Management:
Unlike residential consumers, who are charged primarily for their kWh (energy) consumption, larger 
electricity consumers also pay demand charges on a kW (power) basis. This is a surcharge on top of stan-
dard kWh rates and often this is a substantial portion of the total energy cost. An energy storage system 
can reduce these additional charges.

Energy Trading:
Whit an energy system you can sell stored wind- and PV energy at times when the selling price on the 
public grid is optimal or buy  energy at times when prices are low for later usage. 

Congestion Management:
More and more electricity is used for charging electric vehicles and the increased electrification of 
homes and offices. This can cause local congestion in energy supply. Therefor a battery, installed at a 
central location is a great solution. In these systems from 30kW to several MW play a role to ensure conti-
nues energy supply.

Micro Grid:
Independence from the public grid can be achieved with a micro-grid configuration and a converter. 
Supporting generators and PV-installations with batteries ensure the availability of energy when demand 
is higher than supply. It is also possible to start a generator when the battery capacity reaches a certain 
energy level. A perfect solution for resort hotels, construction sites, etc.

Back-up Power:
Large wind- and PV installation create instability in the grid. Malfunctioning of the grid causes dangerous 
situations and high costs. More important is the availability of power at times when grid energy fails. By 
using the stored energy, (production) machines can continue to operate or be brought to a stable and 
safe situation.

30kW Bi-Directional Conveter

The universal building block for systems from 30kW to 240kw



 

Exide Technologies, with operations in more than 80 countries, is one of the world’s largest producers and recyclers of lead-acid batteries. Exide Technologies provides 
a comprehensive and customized range of stored electrical energy solutions. Based on over 120 years of experience in the development of innovative technologies, 
Exide Technologies is an esteemed partner of OEMs and serves the spare parts market for industrial and automotive applications.

ATEPS – A company of Exide Technologies – offers an extensive range of energy storage products and services, including Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) and 
ultra fast, power-demand, peak shavers, based on Lithium and other battery technologies, combined with industrial grade converters systems and state-of-the-art 
control- and monitoring systems. 

Exide Technologies takes pride in its commitment to a better environment. An integrated approach to manufacturing, distributing and recycling of batteries has been 
developed to ensure a safe and responsible life cycle for all of its products.

Technical Data

ATEPS - HH5050NMC

Datasheet 30kW Rev 1.0

AC on-grid Mode

AC grid voltage 400V ±10% 

AC grid current 42A

AC Power 30kW

Grid-feed-in 30kW

AC frequency 50Hz (59.5Hz~60.5Hz)

AC power factor 0.1~1 leading or lagging

Overload 105%~115% 10min,  115%~125% 1min, 125%~150% 200ms

AC off-grid Mode

AC output voltage 400V (±5% adj.) - 3-phase+N+PE

AC output current 42A

AC output power 30kW (33kW max.)

Battery 

Battery voltage 200V~750V (350~750V Full Power)

Max. battery current 90A Max

Battery technology Lithium-NMC, Lithium-LFP, Lead Acid

Others

Cooling Forced air cooling with replaceable fan unit

Noiceat full power <65dBa @1m

Housing IP20/NEMA1

Height (in use) 3000m (>2000m derating)

Temperature (in use) -20°C to 60°C (De-rating >45°C)

Humidity 0-95% non-condensing

Installation 19” rack-mount

Efficiëncy 96,5%

Maximale Efficiëncy 97,3%

Communication MODbus TCP/IP, MODbus RTU, RS485, RS232 CANbus with Sunspec protocol

Protection min/max AC voltage, frequency, battery voltage, max. power

Isolation Via optional transformator

Dimensions 440 (19”) * 173 (4HE) * 596mm (WxHxD)

Weight 43kg

400Vac Connection On-Grid: max. 8 units parallel - 240kW
Off-grid: max. 4 units parallel - 120kW


